Competition Rules  
“SingularityU Summit Full Summit Pass”

Eligibility
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY.
This competition is sponsored by the Canadian Medical Association (CMA) (“Sponsor”) and is open to members of the Canadian Medical Association, excluding employees of the Canadian Medical Association or its subsidiaries and any such employees’ immediate family members, and persons with whom such employees reside.

To Enter
To enter, the entrant must develop a response to the question: “Tell us in 280 characters or less how #innovation can impact health/healthcare”. The entrant must submit their entry by twitter @CMA_docs or via a survey on the cma.ca website with their name, email address, phone number and practice status.

The competition begins on February 7, 2019 at 9:00 a.m. Eastern Time and ends on March 7, 2019 at 11:59 p.m. All times Eastern Standard Time. By entering, the entrant agrees that they have read and understood these Competition Rules.

Prize
The prize consists of ten full passes to 2019 SingularityU Canada Summit being April 23-24, 2019 in Edmonton, each prize value $4,200 totaling $42,000 CAD, and will be awarded as follows:
2019 SingularityU Canada Full pass is $2,700, and up to $1,500 towards airfare and hotel - awarded based on merit according to the criteria outlined below
The prizes must be accepted as awarded or forfeited.

Selection of Merit-Based Winner(s)
The ten merit-based winners will be selected by a group of jurors the week of March 11, 2019. Submissions will be judged on the following criteria:
- Message has a unique angle that will differentiate the CMA
- Submission is catchy/engaging (messaging and/or format)
- Content demonstrates disruption, innovation, influence and creative thinkers

The CMA will contact the selected winners by email by March 18, 2019. Each winner must also sign a release form releasing CMA from any and all liability arising from participation in the competition or from the acceptance of any prize.
If a selected merit-based winner cannot be reached within 14 days of CMA’s first attempt to contact them or does not sign the release, another merit-based entrant will be selected, and so on until the winner has been determined.

Personal Information and Use of your response
The personal information of entrants will be used for the administration of the competition/contest.
BY SUBMITTING AN ENTRY TO THE COMPETITION, ALL ENTRANTS ARE GRANTING CMA PERMISSION TO USE THE CONTENT (INCLUDING ANY PERSONAL EXPERIENCES IF PART OF THE RESPONSE) AND THEIR NAME, PHYSICIAN STATUS, AFFILIATION
AND/OR PROVINCE IN ASSOCIATION WITH THE CONTENT THEY HAVE SUBMITTED, AND OTHER PROMOTIONAL-EDUCATIONAL USES.

Privacy, Ownership and IP
Entrants represent and warrant that they have not infringed anyone’s privacy or intellectual property rights and that their submitted material(s) is(are) original. All entrants agree that their submission grants the CMA exclusive irrevocable right to use their content royalty-free in perpetuity. Entrants waive all moral rights in their submission(s).

Publicity
The winners’ names will be made available upon request to anyone sending such a request to the following address within the 90 days following the date on which the winners are selected: CMA, 1867 Alta Vista Drive, Ottawa, ON K1G 5W8, with attention to Gina Patzer. The winners’ names may also be promoted through the SingularityU competition webpage on cma.ca and/or CMA social channels and electronic newsletter.

General Conditions
The CMA is not responsible for technical hardware or software failures of any kind, lost or unavailable network connections or failed, incomplete, garbled or delayed computer transmissions that may limit or interfere with a participant’s ability to take part in the competition. The CMA reserves the right to cancel or modify the competition if fraud or technical failure threatens to destroy the integrity of the competition.

If there is a conflict between the English and French versions of these Competition Rules, the English version prevails.